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Abstract

T- I
A computer model of the pressure distribution and flow characteristics in

small arms barrels has been developed. This model shows the sensitivity

of the pressure history and launch velocity to surface concentration density

of deterrent, flame front velocity, and projectile base heating.
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NOMENCLATURE

A cross-sectional area of gun bore, ft
2

a speed of sound, ft/sec

SCp specific heat of propellant gas at constant pressure, BTU/lbm-°R

r, ev  specific heat of propellant jas at constant volume, BTU/Ibm-OR

D diameter of gun bore, ft

Do  initial diameter of propellant grain (weighted average), ft

Egas energy per unit mass of gas, BTU/slug

Fd  drag force on propellent particles per unit volume, lbf/ft
3

g acceleration of gravity, ft/sec
2

II enthalpy, BTU/slug

J mechanical equivalent of heat, ft-lbf/BTU

Sdistance burned normal to propellant grain surface, ft

mg rate of mass of gas generated per unit length, slug/ft-sec

p gas pressure, Ibf/ft
2

q heat loss through barrel wall, BTU/ft 2-sc

R gas constar~t for propellant gas, ft-lbf/slug-OR

R disk radius fo an individual grain, ft

R i  one half of web thickness of individual grain, ft

r linear nurning ratc of propellant, ft/sec

b • specific entropy, BTU/lbm-°R

Sp surface area of an individual grain, ft
2

gas temperature, OR

t time, sec

ug velocity of gas, ff/s 1.

VL W I L)' UL I LL"IL pdLLLLb,

11'



Vp volume of an individual grain, ft
3

W powder potential, cvT(X), BTU/lbm

r ~W weight of projectile, Ibm ]
4- particle volume fraction, dimensionless

number of particle grains per unit volume, ft- 3

gas density, slug/ft 3  f

propellant density, slug/ft
3

IrtV wall shearing stress, lbf/ft2 or slug/ft-sec
2

I

i

I
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Introduction

Investigations into propellant performance, barrel materials and

weapon kinematics require at-urate description of the weapon interior

ii ballistics. The pregent study was undertaken to determine the effect of

heat transfer on interior ballistics. In examining the interior ballistics

of small arms, the effect of a number of parameters must be included. These

H parameters include chamber geometry. pr.velant geometry, propellent Com-

position and burning rate.

Ii The heat transfer rates in small arms are very high and are considered

Hto be a major cause of barrel errosion. Accurate description of these heat

transfer rates is necessary for analytical predication of pressure and

Fl velocity histories in small arms.

The present study uses the method of characteristics to solve the

governing equations. The model assumes the problem to be one dimensional

and transient. Assuming a fixed propellent description, the effect of var-

ious heat transfer models has been examined. The performance standard is

test data from reference 1 presented in figure 1.

I Ii
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literature Survey

Referenre (2) presents a ballistic model developed from earlier work

which was modified to include tLh effect of non-uniform propellant compo-

sition and non-simultaneous ignition. In this reference the propellant

is represented by a composite of 9 different composition propellants.

iThis variable propellant array allows the handling of different si,e grains

and different deterrent concentration densities. Sample results are in-

-cluded in reference (2) which shows good agreement with test.

Reference (3) presents an analytical investigation of the flow in gun

barrels with particular emphasis on the heat transfer. In addition to the

transient nature of the flow, reference (3) consAders the problem posed by

j fj the lack of a boundary layer at the base of the projectile. This condition

occurs becouse in the projectile based region the gas velocity is equal to

the projectile velocity. This condition means that the Reynolds analogy

commonly used in heat transfer cannot be applied to this case. However,

Il the reference does propose an expression for heat transfer coefficient in

the projectile base region. The resulting convective coefficients are be-

tween 5 and 20 Btu/sec ft2 oF. Comparisons between experiement and pre-

diction presented in reference (3) indicate that even these high coefficients

underestimate the actual results. However, the results of reference (3)

represent the best available procedure for calculating the heating at the

base of the projectile.

Reference (4) presented an analytical study of interior ballistics in

which the governing equations were solved using a finite difference procedure.

The gometric dimensions used in refcrence (4) did not correspond to standard

small arms. In addition, the analysis was limited to stationary propellant

and to propellant moving at thu same vlocity as the gas. In the area of

hat transfer referenc' (4) also obtained very high heat transfer coefficients



(0 10 Btu/sec ft2 oF). It is worthy of note that for cases with and

without heat transfer and wall friction the ballistic performance was not

changed significantly. The present study has found that heat transfer par-

ticularly at the projectile base, is very significant.

Reference (5) presents an extensive study of the flame front movement

through a porous bed propellant. The analysis is presented for a venting

bomb type device. However, the results for flame propagation can be applied

to the small arms case. Indeed, the functional relationship between flame

velocity and pressure can be obtained from the data presented in reference (5).

LReference (6) considers the same problem as reference (5) but applied to the

small arms case. The results of reference (6) have been used in the present

study to determine the progress of the flame front through the propellant bed.

H Reference (7) presents an iterative model for the interior ballistic problem

in which parameters affecting the burning rate were changed until the calcu-

lated results agreed with test data. The caliber used in reference (7) is 1
the same as the present study, (i.e. 5.56 MM); however, the experimental and

analytical results are considerably different. This is most likely due to

different charge weight and propellant type. In addition, a number of the loss

factors considered in the present study are not included.

Reference (8) is the analytical basis for the present study. This

reference presents the model which has been used and also outlines the cal-

culation procedure for the method of characteristics. The nomenclature of

reference (8) has been adopted in the present report. The present investiga-

tion has expended considerable effort in programming reference (8). Refer-

ence (8) describes the interior ballistic problem as a one dimensional

transient flow problem. In the model the propellant is assumed to ignite

instantaneously and burn at a rate proportional to the gas pressure. The

geometry of the propellant is uniform and based upon reference (10).

Aad



Although heat transfer between the gas and propellant is neglected, drag

between these two is considered. The transformation of the governing

equations from the physical domain to the characteristic domain is described

in detail in reference (9). The heat transfer to the wall and the wallIfriction are included in the model but the detailed descriptions are
developed in the present study. In addition, the effect of chamberage

and projectile resistive forces are also included in the model of reference

i

(9)4
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Analysis

T-, determine the effect of heat transfer and to evaluate potential

heat transfer relationships, an accurate model of the flow field must be

r" developed. Considerable effort during the present study was devoted to

developing a model which could reproduce test data. In addition, during

N Hl the course of this model development it became apparent that the assumption
of uniform ignition was not adequate and therefore a more realistic flame,

front model had to be developed. This section describes the flow field

flame front analysis, and heat transfer models.

The fLow is two phase, non-steady, including heat and mass addition.

The, basic model describing the problem has been developed in reference (8).

, 5 l Hecause of the geometry present, the problem is quasi-one dimensional. TheK resulting conservation equations form a set of quasi-linear partial differ-

ential equations of the first order and hyperbolic type. Fer this situation

the Method of characteristics provides the simplest means of solution.

Refercnce (8) provides the details of the transformation of the governing

UJ enuations to the characteristic form. In addition, reference (9) provides

Lh, thenretical foundation for the applications of the .,ethod of characteris-

tic to the present problem.



Flow Field Governing Equations

The governing equations described in these sections are based upon

the following assumptions:

1. Flow is quasi-one dimenbional

2. The gas is assumed to be ideal

3. The specific heat and molecular weight are dependent upon

the amount of deterred and non-deterred propellant burnedI
4. All propellants grains are initially of uniform surface area, volume,

U and radius. Weighted mean values based upon reference (10) and (11)

V are used.

.j 5. Interactions between individual propellant particles and between

F1  particles and the boundary are negligible

6. The thermal motion of the propellant particles does not contribute

to the pressure

7. The average gas temperature is defined by the heat content of the

LJ gas phase

R The propellant particles are spheres for drag calculations

9. Heat dissipation due to viscosity is negligible

10. Radiation is negligible h
11. Gravity is negligible



Overall Gas Continuity Equation

where &g is the gas generated per unit length

IM PropcjLlant Particle Continuity Equat ion

4L

A ti

. P )vrpllan Gart Momentum Equation

II

where mg is the waa ant d pe ith propelunt pvlpun

P'ropilant Particle -o -ntit EquaL .on

OverallI Gas MoEnU Ent ion

~~It

where 'W is shehear cotesnt ofthe waollantdi pr iclundra e ntvlm
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Overall (as Entropy Equation

- + - (6)

TVV

whe re. :

IiW -Ur +-F c % + 140 + 4-a

In the preceding equations, the dependent gas variables are entropy, I
I gas temperature, pressure, gas density and gas velocity.

The next step In the solution procedure is to apply the method of

characteristics. In this approach the dependent variables become the

P and Q Riemann variables where:

;olitions are determined along these P and Q characteristics.

The characteristics represent lines along which infinitesimal disturbances

are pr~pagated at the local speed of sound in the gas phase. Along each

characteristic the following relationships between X, t are true:

-U%"0 (along P characteristic)

- I"Equation (1) ,,nd (3) can be combined into two equations for P and Q along

the rvspective charade Lristic using the ideal gas relations (for details see

I reference (3)): o %  - T

yit'l~ling equatinns (7) and (8).
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,(7)

4 '(8)

ALiO

where:

Equation (6), (7) and (8) along with the appropriate ideal gas relations

are the governing equations for the gas phase. Equations (2) and (4) describe

the propellant particle phase.

Initial and Boundary Condtions

- - At t-O, the first Q wave leaves the base of the projectile and travels

toward the breech. During the time prior to the arrival of Lhe Q wave at

the brtvech, it is assumed that the gas in the chamber is at rest and that

the tvmperature is constant at the flame temperature, To . The pressure In

the region between the projectile and breech will rise as the Q wave advances



due to the burning of propellant. The slope of chis first Q wave is given

by equation (9).

t-i

The 0 wave is divided into a specified number of equally spaced nodes.

The nodes are Lh" origin for the P wave. At each node the gas temperaturL

and speed of sound are known, the other parameters are given by the following

relations:

I;
+ .-

'"I V +I
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Since the speed of sound is constant along this wave, Q is also constant,

This procedure is different from that described in reference 8, but it

yields the same results.

The spatial boundaries of the problem are the breech (x-0) and the base

of the projectile. The breech is at a fixed condition with the gas and

propel'iat velocity equal to zero. The location of the projectile base

is 4etermined by the intersection of a P wave and the equation of motion

of the projectile. The two equations governing the position of the

projectile are:

_%__0 (11)

where Ri is the engraving force and Wt is the weight of the projectile.

At the projectile base the gas velocity, propellant velocity and projectile

velocity are all equal.
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Numerical Procedure

The numerical solutions to thf' governing equation will be obtained

using the finite difference procedure. In :his approach, derivatives will

be replaced b-, finite differences (explicit) and bttv' will b used to

generate the desired characteristic grid. rig i shows the proposed grid

- syst, m.

ii

PWAqL

4. 4 4

41 Figure 1: Schematic of Characteristic Grid Points i

There are three types of gridJ points, int,.rior points, (a,b,c),

breech points (e,f.g) and projectile base points kh, i, j). The govern-

ing equations and solution procedures are different for each of these types

-. of grid points and therefore, ac, will be handled separately.

• .~



Interior Points

Figure 2 shows a typical interior unknown grid point (E . it is on

a P wave from point (4) and a Q wave from point (3).

It

I - I iI III

Figure 2: Diagram of Points Used to Calculate
Interim Grid Points

Point (7) represents the location of a gas partiLle which intersects

point (6) and he line connectlig points (3) and (4). Point (5) is similar

to point (7) except it represents a propellant particle. The slope of the

* P and Q characteristics are given by equations (12) and (13 .

a,, %6(12)

3 ,401 4k& 4 6 (13)

where

.. LI,, . '1% 1

Solving for t6 and X6

L 1 a 1U 4 + .%L o, l. U, =. aI .A416, (14)

, 4 ( L%+ t) (15)

.....
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Since the values at point 6 are initially unknown, an assumed value

of a given parameter is used and then the procedurc is repeated until the

assumed value and calculated value agree to within a snecified tolerance.

i The inilial :.iption is an arithmetic average of the v.-lues at p'.ints (3)

and (4).

Knowing the location of point 6, it is possible using the procedure

described in reference (8) 1- pages 23 through 30 to generate the data

required for the solution to proceed. For brevity, the details will be

3 omitted; however, certain key points should be mentioned. The average

burnirgrate between points (5) and (6) given by:

The distance burned normal to a particle surface at (6) is:

: 7k6 Z5 + r5-6 (t6-t5 )

Knowing 96 and 5 the average particle volume and surfac2 area between

i(5) and (6) can be determined

1 Vp5, 6 = (Vp5(t5) + Vp6(z6))/2

SpS,6 = (Sp5(45) + Sp6(1))/2

iTh gas per uniL length ge'nerated along the propellant path (5) and (6) is

p111'



The rate of change in propellant particle velocity between (5) and (6) is

given by equation (16)

~~ LIbu, .~, L i1A
-u P V. 4 (16)IS

The rate of change of propellant particle volume fraction is givn by

equation (17)

0___ _ (17)

j .

The rate of entropy change for the gas can now be computed using

I equation (6). The change in P and Q along the appropriate characteristic

is given by equations (18) and (19)

:t +~ (18)

Q1 ' , Q "k h'60 (19)

where and are given the equations (20) and (21)

(%. A V~~ V(20)

. .WO. .-.
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ii
'IIi

Using the calculated values for P6 and Q6, new values for the gas

velocity ano speed of sound can be computed

Ug6 (P6-Q6)/2 (22)

6 (P6 + Q6)(23)

Hi The entropy at point 6 can be calculated from equation (24)

6i $7 + DS

(24)

~The new values Of Ug6 , a6, and S6 can be used to calculate the

--maining th:!rmodynamic properties based upon the equations on page

34 reference 8.

In addition U96 and a6 are available to obtain a new estimation of

the location of point (6) (i.e., t6, X6). The procedure described

above is then repeated until the new values of a6 and Ug6 agrees with

the previously calculated ones co within a specified tolerance.
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Projectile Base Point

The solution at the projectile base is determined by the intersection

of a P wave and the path of the projectile. Figure 3 presents a diagram

of this intersection. The location and thermodynamic properties at

-V 

V

Figure 3: Diagram of Points Used to Calculate a

T Projectile Base Point

jpoints 1 and 2 are known. This section describes the procedure to find

point 4. The slope of the P wave from 2 to 4 is given by equation (25)

X4 - X + (25)
•S 

I 
. . ,.,*

In addition integration of the equation of motion of the projectile

yields equation (26)X* 
+. 

+"tm A .

E(26)g 

(26)



n Simultaneous solution of equations (25) and (26) yields equation (27)

13 V 9" AA (27)f ~ IAI' where

I U1, 7 ,. M+ alik .4)
PO -

Knowing t4 1 X4 can be obtained from z-quation (25). At the base of the -

0 projectile the projectile velocity equals the gaR 
velocity (eq. (28)).

LIU 1 , U~ %, + (28)

2 lit W
Having established a first approximation for the location and the velocity

A ] at point 4, the change in P along the characteristic 2-4 can be determined.

The details regarding this procedure are given in reference 8, pages 36
to 40. The rates of change of P a nd P4 are given by

equations (29) and (30)
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Am ~M * *ID

II +

AC.,, ,,-+,.,. V - 6.,,' *, +,

- * 1, (29)

P4  L (30)18

Knowing P4 and Ug4 , a new velocity of sound, a4, can be computed from

equation (31)
! . -( P+.- U,,4CA-,Vbl/ (31)

(

Using a4 and s4 , revised values for the other thermodynamic variable can

be compuLed. The procedure is chen repeated until the values of Ug4 and

-- a4 for two consecutive calculations agree within a specified tolerance.

7J
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After the projectile leaves the barrel the procedure is the same as

described on pages 49 and 50 of reference 8. It is assumed that the gas

velocity is sonic at muzzle exit and that Q waves after the projectile

leaves, originate from the muzzle exit. Under these conditions X24 is

fixed and the following relations exist:

U144

[A

I Ii
I'

H
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Breech Points

The breech is located at X-0. Figure 4 diagrams the intersection

of a Q wave with the breech.

It *1
II

Figure 4: Diagram of Points Used to Calculate

I H Breech Point

The time t3 is given by equation (32)

I L3= -X2/Ug2 - a2 , 3) + t2  (32)

In equation (32) the initial estimate if a is made by assuminig the

same values as point (1). The change in Q from 2 to 3 is then computed

and a revised a3 can be obtained from equation (33)

The rate of change of propellant volume fraction and of gas entropy are

given by equations (34) and (35)

S'but(34

& -(35



where 

27

iR.6. v~,+ Ps0

The rate of change in Q along the characteristics from 2 to 3 is given

by equation (36)

-sw

H The value of Qand S at point 3 is 3iven by equrntion (37) and (30)

4 "~~'p1 ~ 07)

Using equation (33) and (37), a new value of a3 can be calculated. In

addition, a3 and S3 can be used to calculate the remaining Lherniodynamic

* variables. The procedure is repeated until the value at a3 froL two

successive calculations agrees within a specified tolerance.
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The preceding procedure has been programmed and the details of the program

are presented in Appendix A.

Flame Front Governing Equations

U Initially it was assumed that there was instantaneous ignition of the

entire propellant bed. This resulted in excessive breech pressure and low

projectile base pressure. A better approximation is obtained by using a flame

[ front with a finite velocity. BaseC upon the results from references (4) and

(12), it was determined that the flame front velocity was proportional to the

[pressure behind the front. Using data from these references the following

relationship was developed.

VF -pa (39)

I where

a= 31.5 in/sec/(spi)

0 .48

]The effect of the flame frort progressing through the propellant bed
can then be determined by integrating from the breech to the projectile base.

The pressure and temperature behind the flame front was assumed uniform. The

gas velocity was also assumed to be zero. For a given time increment the

distance the flame front moves is given by equation (40).

t2
SdL fi VF  dt (40)

i

In equation (40) the velocity is based upon the initial pcessureiat tl )

an nasme-fra pc~sr (A 2' The~ peeduru i repeaLed Until le

asbumed final pressure and calculated final pressure agree to within 5%. The

distance burned normal to the propellant surface in the same time period is

given by equation (41)

d X1, (B p ) (t 2-t[) (41)
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Using the results of reference (10) the new volume a propellent grain resulting

Lfrom the surface recession given in equation (41) is
•~~ ~ ),. =,# , + .I

T ItiuKt Nif RC( aft+ __L (42)

H where

RR = Ro - R

Ii Ro equivalent mean radius of propellant grain

pR i - one half web

The total gas generated in the cell defined by dL from the time

S t =0 to t a t2 is given by equation (43).

Sxt - AL tL A. ( 4oi- "ij) (43)

ii Equation (44) gives the volume fraction.

(44)

The pressure behind the flame front is obtained by applying a modified

perfect gas relationship to the total gas generated from every cell.

PT P bL (45)

(-Val$

,
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where
-sum of gas generated in each cell at time t2

0*16 "t distance flame froat has progressed from t U to t

VOI$ total volume of solids behind flame front

H .ffipropellant covol me

The pressure given by ecruation (45) applies to the entire region behind

the flame front. This prepsure is averaged with the pressure from the preceding

Htime period to determ-iae the flame front velocity. The procedure is repeated

until the pressure ir eqqation (45) for two successive passes agrees to within 5%

The flame front cal-ulation procedure hes been programmed and the details

of the program as presented in Appendix B.

E,

1 u:
4'f
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Heat Transfer Models

Since the analytical model considers the problem in three distinct

regions, the breech, the interior, and the projectile base the heat transfer

models will be considered in the same manner. The approach in defining the

heat rates has been to use the best data either experimental or analytical.

ii Breech Region

In the breech region, the hot gases stagnate and as such, no boundary

layer is formed. Although there may be recirculation flows in this region,

il analytical description would be extremely difficult. However, there is data

available on heating in the projectile case region. Reference (12) developed

Li experimental data on the heating rate at various locations in

f amm,-tition case region or a function of time. Figure 5 presents the results

from reference 12. To obtain the heating at the breech, the data in figure 5

was extrapolated to x - o and then replotted in figure 6. The peak heating

occurs at .25 milsec with a value of 3.7 Btu/ft2sec. After reaching this

peak value the breech heating decreases exponentially with time. Rather than

trying to match the peak heating, the approach taken was to satisfy the long

term heating by fitting the following equation to the data in figure 6.
~K,

Using I and 2 milsec as the matching times, the following values for Kl and

K(2 were obtained:I

K1 = 3.24 Jltu/ft 2sec

K2 = "587.78 4ec -1

The dotted line in figure 6 gives the profile of the fitted curve. To

ieclnruifle ite effect of breech heatLing, Lhe value of KI was varied trom U to j.24

on a series of computer runs. The results showed that breech heating had a

negligible effect of projectile launch velocity and peak pressure.

- - - - --2- -
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Interior Region

The interior region refers to those locations not considered to be the

breech or projectile base. In the interior region, the boundary layer along

the wall is fairly well defined. For this reason the approach has been to

use the standard Reynolds Analogy:

The selection of the friction factor, f, is somewhat arbitrary but

fvalues between .001 and .006 have been used.

Projectile Base Region

Ii Describing the heat transfer in this region is very difficult because

the normal boundary layer approximations are not satisfied. In this region

the gas velocity at the wall or base of the projectile equals the projectile

velocity which is the highest velocity in the problem. In addition, the level

of projectile heating (barrel heat transfer at projectile) has a profound

effect upon the peak projectile base pressure and therefore, the launch velocity..I

Initially, the approach was to simply use the Reynold, Analogy in this

region with the gas velocity equal to the projectile, velocity. However, this

approach grossly underestimates the peak pressure at the base. Since the

pressure increaseq with entropy decrease assuming constant gas temperature,

this condition is valid as ling as the propellant is burning. Entropy can

be decreased by higher heat transfer rates, The approach t3ken therefore,

was to arbitrarily increase the heat transfer coeffirient. Factors of ten

were necessary to significantly increase the base pressure. The rCquirce&.

of a factor of this size seems unreasonable. In addition the peak heating

rate occurs near the barrel exit which does not agree with test data.

I!
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The next approach was to use the heating rate based upon a shock

Utube end condition. This procedure was developed in reference (13). In

this formulation the following equation was used:

In this representation the shape of the heat transfer coefficient as

a function of time is correct. However, the overall levels are too low.

The constant, K, can vary by a factor of 2 (reference (13)) but this is

still inadequate to predict the required levels of heating.

The most promising procedure is the o-Ae described in reference (3).

p] In this reference the flow in the barrel is examined qualitatively and

quantitatively. The reference notes that away from the projectile the 4
|H Reynolds analogy could be used. However, in the projectile base region

the momentum thickness goes to zero because the gas velocity and pro-

&A; jectile velocity are equal. If a boundary layer analysis were attempted

H this would yield a~n infinite Nusselt number.

The approach takcn in reference (3) was to use the usual boundary

layer method away from the projectile and breech. These locations are

handled using approximate solutions. The analysis develops the integral

t [momentum equation and solves this equation introducing empirical data

when needed. rhe projectile heat transfer is given by:

#1 4 _-_

A' d;
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Iwhere:

J *- Nusselt Number hcl/k

(X shear law constant " .332

PPI Prandtl Number

& = Reyrolds Number based upon gas velocity and L

Reynolds Number based upon momentum thickness at

transition

1 L- =Distance from projectile to breech

The transition Reynolds Ree taken as 200. The heat transfer prediction

[ method of reference (3) was used in thE computer model because it provided the

right profile and heat transfer rates of the right magnitude.

I

i.i
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Numerical Results

Using the analysis described in the preceding sections, an analytical

model computer program was developed and number of cases were examined.

The most important parameter affecting the pressure and velocity history is

the surface concentration density (SCD) of deterrent. Figures 7 and 8 present

the pressure and velocity histories for an SCD of 0.1 and 0.2 respectively.

In these two cases it is assumed that the flame velocity through the propellant

bed is infinite. The surface concentration density of deterrent refers to the

distribution of deterrent through the propellant grain. For all cases using

the same propellant, the total amount of deterrent is the same; however, for

an SCD of 0.1 compared to 0.2 the deterrent is spread to a greater grain

depth. This means that the effect of the deterrent is less over a greater

depth. For instance the SCD - 0.1 deterred flame temperature is 46150R

1 compared to 3331 0R for an SOD - 0.2. From figure 7 it can be seen that the

launch velocity for an SCD a 0.1 is 2500 fps. Launch occurs 1.27 milsec after
ignition. For SOD - 0.2, (figure 8) the launch velocity is 1700 fps at 1.69

r milsec. For both these runs the heat transfer rates at the projectile base

were defined by the results of reference (3). Comparing the results from

Ii figure 7 and 8 with figure 1, the experimental data, it can be seen that

considerable differences exist. In figure 7 the launch velocity and peak

' LI projectile base pressure are closer to the e xperimental results than figure 8.

However, the launch velocity is only 78% of the measured data and the peak

projectile pressure is only 59% of the corresponding experimental results.

In contrast the peak breech pressure from figure 7 is 183% of the results in

figure 1. It is felt that these differences can be attributed to:

k(1) prujecLile heat transfer

Tr(2) flame front velocity

! -I
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Based upon earlier heat transfer studies it was determined that

projectile heat transfer had a strong influence on projectile velocity

and projectile base pressure. For comparison the projectile heat rate for

an SCD of 0.1 and 0.2 are presented versus travel in figure 9. The peak

projectile heating is 14,500 Btu/ft 2 sec at approximately 7 inches of

travel. This is approximately one half the predicted peak from reference (3).

F flIn addition, the peak occurs further downstream than anticipated by refer-

ence (3) and experimental experience.IThe large variation in peak breech pressure was attributed to thet h4gh flame speed. To examine this effect, a finite flame program was

written and run. The analytical basis for this program was described earlier.

Table I presents some results from the finite flame velocity analysis.

TABLE L

SCD 0.1 SCD 0.2 SCD 0.1

Max Pressure 414081 14,720 16,972

behine projectile-psia

Flame Travel Time - sec .595xi0-3  .756xi0-3  .731x10 -3

S CD=0.l but 1/2 burning rate to simulate ignition
dulay

, Figure 10 presents the volume fraction, c, distribution versus distance

for the same cases on Table 1.

The pressure and veLocity history using a finite flame velocity is

givn in figure 11 for SCD=0.2. The launch velocity is increased by 400 fps

and the projectile base pressure is increased slightly. The breech pressure

is reduced significantly because the finite flame vVIIOcty .anf1y;i scLF LIM

volume fraction at the breech equal to zero. Figure 12 presents the same

results for an SCD=0.1. The launch velocity in figure 12 is 3800 fps.

The peak projectile ba ,t pressuze is 64,500 psia. This represents a sub-

stantial change over the results in figure 7. The flat response of the

- -.- ,~- -- ,. ,' - - -- - -
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- =breech pressure curve is again attributed to the zero volume fraction at

the breech.

To eliminate the flat response at the breech when using the finite

flame criteria, it was decided to set the volume fraction at breech

equal .to the first station -in the flame front analysis. This change

increases the breech pressure significantly. For an SCD of 0.1, the

results are not reasonable. To moderate this effect, the one half burn-

ing rate Was used in the flame front analysis (see Table 1). With the

breech volume fraction equal to zero, the peak breech pressure was

approximately 17,000 psia. The peak projectile bore pressure and launch

velocity were 57,500 psla and 3640 fps respectively. Figure 13 presents L I
the complete pressure and velocity history for the non zero breech volume

- fraction. In this figure it can be seen that the peak breech pressure is

130,000 psia. This is approximately twice the experimental results. For

Ot this case the starting breech volume fraction was 0.574. A lower value

would reduce this pressure.

Regarding the choice of heat transfer model, a number of runs were

made using the usual Reynolds analogy. The results from these runs yielded

launch velocities and pressure at the projectile well below test data.

HJ Some parametric runs were made to determine the necessary increase in heat

transfer required to yield agreement with test. These results indicated

Ii a fac- or of 10 or 20 which does not seem reasonable. In addition the

SI general shape of the profile predicted by the Reynolds analogy is in-

correct. The Reynold's heating peaks with peak velocity. This means that

WE peak heating wnuld vcur near laxn:h. ror thh6 rubon, Lhe decision was

made to use the heat transfer model described in reference (3) exclusively.
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Conclusions and Recommendations

Computer models have been used to describe the flow field in small arms

and also to describe the propagation of ilame front through a porous

propellant bed. The model determines the pressure, velocity, propellant

volume fraction, and temperature versus time and position.

Numerical results have shown the dependence of projectile velocity

and barrel pressure history upon deterrent concentration density and

flame velocity. It has also been determined that the heat transfer to the

base of the projectile also has a significant effect upon the launch

condition.

Unfortunately, it was not possible to simulate the experimental 4ata

presented in figure 1. However, with some additional effort, the author

feels that the results of figure 1 can be duplicated. Toward this goal,

tie following recommendations are made:

(1) Vary breech volume fraction to simulate breech pressure.

(2) Parametric study of projectile base heat transfer to obtain a stet,per

pressure profile.

() Parametric study of projectile resistive force.

(4) Development of analytical equations for flow at the base of the

projectile.
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COMPUTER PROGRAM

The computer program implementing the numerical procedures describer in

preceding sections composed of a main program and 10 subprograms. The main

program controls the flow of the calculation. The subprogram performs certain

specific functions during the calculation. The name and function of each sub-

l program is given below:

SUBPROGRAM FUNCTION

DIME calculates the surface area, Sp, and volume,

Vp, of propellant grain as a function of dis-

fl tance normal to the surface.

START generates the pressure, entropy time history

Ialong the first Q wave from the starting point

to the breech. The required number of points

[1 is specified in the input and program divides

the distance from projectile base to breech into

equal increments.

INTER calculates the interior points using value at

* (3) and (4) (figure 2) as known

BREACH calculates the breech points

j BASEP calculates the projectile base points

OUTPUT points the required output information in the

LI specified format

DIAGO a diagnostic program which prints certain informa-

ii tion if the calculations in INTER, BxeACH, and

BASEP do not converge within 10 tries

RFORCE calculates the engraving force as to function

of X based upon tabular input data

PROP calculates the specific heat ratio, gas constant

and specific heat at constant volume as a function

oif the amount of deterred and n-n-dvtecrred- pro-

pellant burned. The program is called only after

the deterred layer is burned through



ITAREA This is a subjiinction which

calculates the tube crossI &4ectional area as a function

of X based on tabulated inputs.

The main program maintains control of the overall program and stores

the calculated values of various parameters (i.e., gas velocity, propellant

velocity, pressure, etc.) This data is stored in a double subscripted (i,j)5 array. When i equals J, the points correspond to the base of t~he projectile.

Along a given Q wave the j subscript is constant. For a fixed value of J,

M" the number of i values which determines the grid size is an input parameter.

Figure 5 present,. e'n abbreviated flow diagram for the main program.

N7
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W DESCRIPTION MARrAYS ND VAPIAI,1,;jS

X(IJ) X, location of grid points

E- TIME (I,J) t, time of grid points

VEL(IJ) gas velocity at grid points

S(,)spoed of sound at grid points
7 PRESS(I,J) pressure at grid points

I EJMP(IJ) gas temperature at grid points

jDj.WS(IJ) gas density at grid points

VELP(I,J) propellant velocity at grid points
ENTR(l,J) entropy of gas at grid points

VOLFIb\(,J) volume fraction at grid points

AL.(I,J) distance burned normal to propellant
grain surface at grid points

i The following are used in the main program and subroutine INTER (see

Figure 2)

X3, X,1, X6 spatial location of points 3, 4 and 6
T3, T4, T6 time location of points 3, 4 and 6

UG3, UG4, UG6 gas velocity at points 3, 4, and 6

A3, A4, A6 speed of sound at points 3, 4 .nd 6

PSI3, PS14, PS16 g.is pressure at points 3, 4 and 6

ARFA3, AREA4, AR EA6 tube cross sectional area at points 3, 4 ad 6

TG3, TG4, TG6 gas temperature at points 3, 4 and 6
RH03, RH04, RH06 gas density at "points 3, 4 and 6

r I . - - -



UP3, U4, UP6 propellant velocity at points 3, 4 and 6

[ I SS, S4, S6 entropy at points 3, 4 and 6

i EPL3, EPl,4, EPL6 p-opellant volume fraction at points
3, 4 and 6

i L3, L4, LS, 1,6 distance burned normal to propellant
grain at points 3, 4, S and 6

The foliwing are used in the main program and subroutines BREACH

, and START (see figure 4)

X12 spatial location of point 2

Tll, T12, TI3 time location of point 1, 2 and 3

UGH, UG12, UG13 gas velocity at points 1, 2 and 3
1, All, A12, A13 speed of sound at points 1, 2 awl 3

F1PS11, PS12, PS13 gas press.are at points 1, 2 and 3

TGI1, TGI2, TGl3 gas temperature at points 1, 2 and 3

• HIOJII, R11t012, R1l013 gas density at points 1, 2 and S

S1, S12, S13 eitropy at points 1, 2 and 3

EPLi], EPL12, 1:l13 propellant volume fraction at points
1, 2 and S

ARITAll, AREA12, ARhA13 tube cross sectional area at poitts
1, 2 and 3

L.11, L13 di stance burc-nd noitral to prope]i r-
grain at point.s 1 and

' UP12 propellant velocity at point'2

' The following ore used in the main program and subroutine BASEP (see Figure 3)

X21, X22, X24 spatial location of points 1, 2 and 4

T-l, 72, ,7, tim"O location f points I, f and 4



UG21, UG22, UG24 gas Velocity at points 1, 2 mtd 4

A?1, A22, A24 speed of sound at points 1, 2 4nd 4
PS121, PS122, PI24 gas press.re at points 1, 2 and 4

T21, TG22, TG24 gas temperature at poiw. i, 2 and 4

P04 2 1, W1022, RHO24 gas density at points, 1, 2 aud 4

2], $22, S24 entropy at points 1, 2 and 4
FPL21, EPL22, EPL24 propellant volume fraction at points[1 1, 2 and 4
ARUA21, AMEA22, AREA24 tube cross sectional area at

points 1, 2 and 4

L21, L24 distance burned normal to the
propellant surface at points
1 and 4

NSTART the value of the I index for -he
Q wave

i,

U:
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T T$I MWRotrr I,"T:s:

,,.,the : INTER

Purpo:;,: To calculate the characteristics and theriodynamic properties

at any interior point in the mesh

Input: X3, X4, T3, T4, UG3, UG4, A3, A4, PSI3, PSI4, TG3, I'Gi, RH03

Ri]04; UP3, UP4, S3, S4, LL3, PL4, ARA3, AREA4, LS, L4

Output: X6, T6, UG6, A6, PSIb, TG6, TH06, UP6, S6, EPI.6, AREA6,

Me'thod: An iterative shceme is used until convergence to with-M

a given tolerance is obtained. Normally, the convergence.

check is made on the calculated speed of sound and gas velocity.

ii However, for gas velocities below 300 ft/sec only the specd

of sound is checked. This procedure was nece;sary be-:ause

bolow 300 ft/sec the accuracy requirements on P and Q for

fl. calculating gas velocity become excessive. At 300 ft/sec,

a one percent error in the speed of sound can be translted

into appro,.:iuate a 10 percent in the gas vc-locity. At higher

gas velocities, the percentage tolerance on gas velocity end

Aspeed of sound are the same.

t
Name: BRI:ACh

Purpose: To calculate the characteristics and thernodynauic propettic!.

at the loc.i ion X 0

Input: X12, T11, 132, UG11, U12, All, A12, PSIII, 1P5112, TGI1, T1Z.

RdOll, R14OI2, Sll, S12, P,11, L)'L12, ARLAII, AREA12, 1.11,

U1112



Output: T13, UG13, A13, PSI13, TG13, !U101:3, St3, EPL13. 1.15

Method: An iterative schoni.- is used until convergence to within a

given tolerance is obtained.

f NanIT: BASIlP

Purpose: To calculate the characteristics and ther.nodynamic prop jes

Hat the base ol' the projectile and to locate the base of the,

projectile

] I lInjt: X21, X22, T21, T22, UG21, UG22, A21, A22, PSI21, PS124,

rTG22, R11021, Rfl022, S21, S22, El'L21, EPL22, AREA21, APRA22,

L21, NSTA, T

LI .~

i? -

N ~

g1

--------------------------------
'-
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output: X24, T24, UG24, PS12',, 1G24, WU1024, S24, EPL24, AR1FA24, 1,24

MItethod: An iterative scheme i~s used until convergence to within a given

~ii tolerance is obtained

\4n, DIM 'A, B, SURA, SURfl, VOLA, VOU.)

Purpose: TCo ctlculato the average propollant grain surfasce area a)-0

litpu t A, P corresponding to the distance burned xiorw~al to the surface

H C .L ) at two points

H Output: SURA, SURB surface of grai~n at respective points

VOLA, VOLB volume of grain at respective points

H Method: The following equation-, are used

VoI ume0 2 T ( e 1z

Surface are-a z-m (C) 4..-~ CZ-

I Name:OUTPUT
Purpose: To print th. calculated resuL.lts

tI Input: Calculated velocities and theiinocdynamic properties at all

of the grid points

Output Printed rsI includirg values off P and Q tit ezc1h grid ;.oit

1thod: Forin.-t of printed re!sults specifiedc in subroutn

Name: DIAGO (LA, 1,416, Mi)

Purpose: A diagonostic tool to print results calculated prior to V\

failure to converge event
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J~qput: LA. indication of which subroutine failed LA1 INTIt
LA.'2 BASEP

1 LAM3 BREACH

BUG last calculated gas velocicy

' AA last calculated speed of sound

Output: Printcd output up to and including current value of thermo-

dynamic variabl)es

Metbod: 'ormat used is specified in the subroutine

Name: RFORCE (A, B)

1 Purpose: Calculates the engraving force or a function of distance

2- from initial projectile location

lnput: A, location of the base of the projectile

Outpnut: B, resistance force in lbf

Method: Resistance force tabulated or function of distance based upon

Fl data from Report R-2066, "Study of the Pressu'-e Distribution

Behind the M193 Projectile I'lien Fired in The M16 Rifle Barrel"

Name: PROP (A)

Purpose: Calculates the CV, GA.MA, and RGAS as a function of the[ percentage d4 terred and non-deterred propellant burned.

Subroutine is used only when distance burned normal to the

surface is greater than the dcterred thickness of 0::.00084 ft[ Input: A distance burned normal to the propellant surface at a given

mesh point

L Output: CV, GAMNIA, RGAS

Method: Calculation assumes the gas generated to be ideal and that

properties are based uion riass fraction of components present
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'a1e: START

otirpoe: Calculates the thermodynamic properties along the first Q :aveII at specified intervals

I 11put: Same as BREACH but here they refer to data along first Q wave

Output: Same as BRAC but here they refer to data along first Q wave

NthoJ: The subroutine is called a specified number of time (i.e. n

input paramieter). Each time it calculates the thei.odynrt,,;c

III properties along the first Q wave. The results are equally

spaced between the projectile initial location and tne breech.

The gas velocity and heat transfer along this wave are zero

R

Ti
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Nam e: TAREA(ALOC)

R Purpose: Calculates the tube cross sectional area as a function of

distance from the breech

Input: ALOC location of the grid point

H Output; TAREA tube cross sectional in ft 2

N.Itthod: Interpolates data fropt table which is supplied

I[

11*

-k i
rI,

2 H.
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JJC THIS PROGRAM CALCULATES THE PRESSUREPTEMPERATURE AND VELOCITY
LiC TIME HISTORIES BASED UPON A GIVEN PRCPELLANT CHARACTERISTIC
C THIS IS THE MAIN PROGRAM

REAL LSL6,L3,14tL2l#L24tLl1vLl3Ij COPMON/C/X(99999),TIME(99,99),VEL(99999),SS(99999),PRESS499,99),TE
SMP (99,99) ,OENS( 99,99) ,VELP(999,9) ENTR(9999 1,VOLFRA( 99,99) ,AL(99,
?99)
COPMON/CCMI/X3tX4tX6,T3,T4,T6,UG3,UG4tUG6tA3tA4,A6,PS13,PS14,PS16
STG3,TG4,TG6,RNO3,RH04,RHC6,UP3,UP4,UP6,'S3,S4,S6,EPL3,EPL4tEPL6,ARE
)A3vAREA4,AREA6vL3#L49L59L6
COt'MCN/CC2/XZTlTl2,113,UGIIUGl2,UG13,AI1,A12,A13itPSIllPSI.2
$,PS113,TGllTG12,TG13,PHCI1,RHO12,RH013,Sl1,512,513,EPLLI1EPLI2,EP
"Ll3,AREA1I ,AREA12,AREA13,LllLl3,UP12
COMMON/CCM3/XZ1 ,X22,X24, T21,TZ2, 124,UGZIUG2,UG24,A21,A22,A24,PSI

$21,PS122tPS124,TG2lTG22,TG24,RHC21,RHOZ22RHOZ4,SZ1,522,524,EPL21t
)EPL22,EPL24,AREAZ1 ,AREA2,9AREA24,LZ1,L24,NSTART
COPMON/SAME/RGASPSIGAPNA.DZERCPIESEEPODPOTCVBASEtGZER0,WT#
>TOLAN

11 COPOCN/STARIKSTART
COPPON/OUT/PAXJMAX I

* COD'MON/EXIT/XLIMTMUZE
C OPMCN/BHEA 1/FACT T WALL, FR ICT
COPMON/PARM/PARIN1,PARIN2tPARIN3, PARBA1,PARSAZPARDA3,PARBR1,PARBR
S2,PARBR3
COPPON/PCWDER/CV1,CV2,PGAS1,RGAS2,GAM1,GAM2,DLAY
NAPELIST/PAR/PARINL ,PARlt2PARIN3,PARSAXPARSA2.PARBA3,PARBR1,PARB
SR29PARBR3
NAMELIST/INPOT/BASEWTtTCLXLIMPSIJDZEROTZEROXERFRAC1,ALLI,

A *FACT9ThALL9ANqFRICTvItJ
NAMELISTA#PRCPELIPPI ,PP2,CVICV2, UEE1,SEZRGASIRGAS2,DLAYtGAMI.GA

999 READ(5,INPOIJ
REAO(5,PAR)
flEAD(5, PROPEL I
WRITE(6#PROPEL)
WRITE469INPCT)
WRITE(WAR)
00 1 IIsl,99
00 1 JJw1999
SS( ItiJJ)n0o
CONTINUE
TMLZ Ea1000.
POOPCT=PP1

GAPPA*GAPI
SEE-~BEEI
RGAS=RGAS1
PlEm3. 141593
GZERC=32*2
TATP*530*
IF(I*GT.O)GC TO 20

C CALCULATICN CF FIRST TWC PEIhTS
Xflv1)xXlERC
42,01).000

TIPE(1,1 )sO.O
SS(1 ,1)w5QRI(GAPDMA*RGAS*TZEAOI
VOLFRAtltl).FRACI
VEL(191)00*C

PRESStI,1)=PSI,
TEPP(191)*TlERC
DENSE 1v1 lPSI 1/RGAS/TZfRC
ENTR(l,1).(RGAS/??8..CVI)*ALOGETLEPO/TATM)-RGAS/778.*ALOG(PSI1/2075



11ENTR(11)Eftll7eGA/PA
AL(1,1).ALLI
IF(ALLI*GT*CLAY) BEE&BEEIii IFIALL1.GT*CLAY) PODPOTwFP2
IF(ALLI.GT*CLAYICALL PROPIOLLI)

00 3 I11KSTART

X12ax(l£4)

EPL12=VCLFRAE 1,1)
A12aSS(I,1P
UG12aVEL( 1,1)
UP12uVELPfltl)

TG12=TEI4P(Itl)
RHO12*OENS(It1)

H S1ZuEt4TR(It1)
LII=ALII*1)
CALL START

2 PRPSI=PS113/144o
WRITE(6,5002)A13,LI3,PRPSI ,TG13,RH013,S13,EPL13,TI3

TIM(Kl)*Tl2

VOLFRA(Ktl)aEPLI3
SS(Ktl)sAl3
VEL(Kt1) aUG13
VELP( K91)nUG13
PRESS(Kvl)=PS113
TEMP(Kt1)aTG13
DENS(Kol)=RHW13
ENTR(Kvl)=S13
AL (KI)sLl3

*3 CONTINUe
NCHECK*0
JLASTm1

5 DO 50 1=2,00
IFINCHECK*GI*0)JLASTaJLAST*l
NCI4ECKaO
JQuJLAST*1
00 49 JJwJQtl
JnJJ
IF(JJeEQ.I) GO TO 55

X3*X(IJ-1)
T4uTI4E( I-1,J)I UG4aVEL( I-1.J)
UG3*VEL( IJ-11

A3*SS(ZJ-1)

PSl3uPRESS(19J-1)
TG4xTEMP(I-1,J)
TG3=TEMP(19J-1)
RHC4aOENS(I-19J)
AM03*DENS(I,.q-1)
UP4aVELP(I-19J)
UP3aVELP(IJ-1)
S4*ENTR(I-ltJ)
S3=ENTR(I#J-1)
EPL4=VCLFRAII-1,J)



EPL3aVCLFRA (I J-11

L3*AL(IIJ1)
TOOLa(L3+L4 )/2.ii IF(TCOL*GT.CLAY) GO TO 10

[I 10 BEE*BEE2
PODPOTMPP2
CALL PROP(TCOL)

14 AREA3uTAREA(X3)
AREA4=TAREA (Xe.)

LI WRITE(6,5003)X3,X4,T3,14,UG3tUG4,A3,A4,PS13,PS14,TG3,TG4,RHO3,RHO4
$,UP3,UP4,6PL3,EPL4,L3,L4 ,AREA3,AREA4
CALL INTERLI AGAS=RGASI
BEE*BEEl
GAMMAsGAI
CV*CV1

Ll PODPCTuPPl
PRPSImPS16/144*
WRITE(695002)A6,L6,PRPSITG6,RHO6,S6,EPL6,T6tX6,UG6tUP6

5002 FORF4ATIIXIIEII.3)
Xfjtj)UX6

H TItE(IJ)uT6
2 VEL(19J)aUG6

PRESS(I,J)mPSI6
TEMP(ItJ)xTG6

U ODEKS( ,JlmRHO6

ENTR( IJJS6
VOLFRA(I*J)uEPL6

I ~ SS(I#J)-A6
AL(I,J)n16
IF(X3oLEo0.C) GO TO 40
IF(T6*GE*TMJZE) GO TO 48
GO TC 49

55 L*JJ-1

NSTART=I-l

XZlxX(NSTAR79L)
X22sX(KtL)
T21&TIP4E(NSTART,L)
T22*TIMEfKtL)
UG21-VEL(NSTARTtL)

I UG22=VEL(KtL)r A21=SS(NSTART,Ll
A22uSS(KtLl

V PSI1lPRESS(NSTARTvL)
PS122nPRESSI(KtL)
TG21-TEMP4 NSTARTVL)
TG22sTEMP(KL)
RH^I121DENIS (NS TART #L)
RHC22nDENS( KL)
S2lxENTR(NSTARTtL)
S22sENTR(KtL)
EPL21*VCLFRA (NSTARTL)
EPL22=VOLFRA(K, L)
L2laAL (NSTARTL)
IP(L~loGT*DLAYI BEEmBEE2
IF(L2loGToDLAY) PODPCTOPP2
lF(L21.&T*OLAY) CALL PROPIIZI)
AREA21*TAREA(XZI)
AREA22UTAREAEX2Z)



CALL BASEP L
NSTART~l
POOPOT=PP I
C V=C VI
GAMMA-GAPI
8EEzBE"U
RGAS=RGASI
IPRPSI=PS124/144.
WRITE(695001)A24,L24,PRPSiTG24RI.JO24,S24,EPL24,T24,X24,UG24

5001 FORMAT(1X,10E11.3)
X(NSTARTJ)mX24
TIME(NSTARTtJ)=T24
VEL:NSTART#J)=UG24
VELP(NSTARTJ)-UG24

SS(NSTARTIJ)=A24

TEMP(NSTARTvJ)-TG24
OENS(NSTART#J)uRH024
ENTR(NSTAftT PJ)zS24
VOLFRA(NSTARTtj)*EPL24
AL(NSTARTJ)=L24
GO TO49

40CHECKz1
11=1
XI2-X( Il.)
Tll=1T 13
T12=TIME('altJ)
UG11=0.0
UG12%VEL( tI,J)
x&1=0*0
AllsA13

PSI11zPS113

TG11=TG13
TGl2=TEMP(lItI,)
RHCIsRHC13
RH012=DENS(II9J)
Sll=S13
S12=rENTR(11#J)
EPLII1EP..3
EPL12=VCLFRA(1I ,J)

* UP12xVELP(iIJ)

IF(LIl*Glo'LAY) BEExSEEZ
1FiLI.GT.oLAY) PODPOT=PP2
IF(LllGTOLAY) CALL PR4OP(lI1)
AREAll-TAREA(Xll)
AREA12=TAREA( Xl2)
CALL BREACH
RGAS=RGASI
BEE-BEEI

POOPCT:PPI
PRPSImPSI 13/144.
wP.TE(6,50O2)Al3,Ll3.PRPSITG139,O.3,Sl3,EPL13,TI3,X13
L=I+l
K=J
AL(L9K)-l'L13
TIME(L,K)=T13
SSILqK)xA.3
PRESS(LPK)zPSI13



TEPDP(LKITC13t,OENS(LK)aRri~l3 4

49CNTINUE)Sl

48MAXIIJ

5IF(T13*GE*TPULE) GO TO 56

56 CALL OUTPUT
MAXI=MAXI41

0 o 5 1 I a * i A X J v P A X I L R ( * A J t S t H X t V I
OMAXJ)tTEI4P(I#NAXJ)

5003 FORMAT(3E20*5)
51 CONTINUE

GO TO 999
20 NSTARTa1

KSTART=J
JlLASTwl
NCjiECK=0
KKxJ 4 3
DO 52 1-1,KKI ~REAO(595003 )X(I,1) ,TIME( 1,1) .VOLFRA( 1,1) SS( I.1),VEL( 1il),VELP( 1,1
S),PRESS(I,13,DENS(1,1),ENTR(I,1),AL(I,1),TEMPf 1,1)
WRITE(695003)X( I,1).TIPE(I,1),VOLFRA(J,1),SS(lI,),VEL(I,1),VELP( I,

91) ,PRESS( I,1) ,DENS( I,1),ENTR( 1,1) AL(1,1'bTENP( 1,1)
52 CONITINUE

T13*TIP4E(KK91)
2 A13sSSiKK,1)

PS113=PRESS (KK, 1)
TGl3aTEMP( KK,l)

RHCI3aDENSIKKtl)
S13=ENTR(KK#1)
EPL13=VCLFRA(KK,1)
Ll3uAL(KK,1)
GO TC 5
END
SUBROUTINE BASEP

C SUBROUTINE BASEP
REAL 15tL6,L3#L4tL2lv1249LIILl3

C THIS SUBROUTINE CALCULATES PCINTS AT THE BASE OF THE PROJECTILE
C-OMMON/C0M3/XZ1 X22,X24, T2iT22, T24,UG21 ,UG22,UG24,A2lA22,A24,PSI
S21,PSI2,PSIZ4,TG2LTG22 ,TG24,RHC21,RHO2,RH024,SZ1,S2ZS24,EPL21,
)EPL22,EPL24.AREA21,AREA22,AREA24,LZ1,L24,NSTART
COOMON/SAME/RGASPS!1,GAPHADZERCtPlEtBEEPOCOTCVBASEtGZERO#WT,
)TOLAN

'C01 u uII .E. X I T1XL~ I I &&

COJ"MON/CtEAT/FACTTWALL, FR ICT
COMMCN/PARMIPARIN1PARIN2,PARIN3,PARBA1,PARBA2tPARBA3,PARBR1,PARBR
S2, PARBR3

DATA RHCPRECELTT/310850.9,O.00000S/
Al-SQRT(GANMiA*RGAS*530o)
XTRAVz (x21-O.125)*12*
WRITE(6950OO)PODPOT.CVBEtL2lXTAAV
ITRY-1
NSTARTWNSTART+1

5 PS124=PS121



Er,

EPL24=EPL21
A24=A21
P22sZ**A22/(GAMMA-lo)+LG22
RH024xRMC21.

* UG2',sUG21
TG24uTG21I* ABASEBASE* (PS124+PSI21)

10 SLIPEP*(UG224A22*UG24+024)/2*
CALL RFORCE(X21,RI)
CxX2Z.-X22+SLOPEP*T22
WORtKa(ABASE/2*-R1)*GZEPO*T21/WT
CmC-WORK*T21i2*-T21*IJG21-kORK)
B*UG21-WORK-SLOPEP
A=(ABASE/2*-Rl.)*GZERO/hT/2.

5000 FOfMAT(lX********',//,IX,5E20.5)
* T24*(-B-SQRT(B*B-4.*A*C) )/2*/A

X24xX22+SLOPEP*(T24-T22)
1ItXZ4*GE*XLIM) GO TO 75

11 AREA24aTAREA(X241
AREA-(AREA24+AREA2L )/Z.

PSIMN=(PS124*PS121 )I2*
BR*8EE*( (PSIPN/144*)**DN)/12*

DL*BR*(T24-T21)
L24=L2140L
IF (L24.GT*0.O00625)L24x0*0C0625

A CALL OIME(L2lL24,SURF21,SLRF24VCLZlV0L24)
IF(VOL21*LEe0.oOISURF21=C*0O
IF (VO12A*LlE*Q00SURF24xCO.0
OBAR*OZERO-124-LZI
IF(DBAR*LE*0*000652)OBARs0*00
OBARmOBAR**3
F0R24u-PIE*CBAR*DOX/6*
EPLMN=(IEPL21+EPL2'q)/2*
VOLMN=(VOL21+V01241/2.
SURFMN=(SUftF21.SURF24)i2.
IF(VOLMN*LE*0*00) GO TC 12
ETAMNaEPLMN/VOL4N
GO TG 13

12 ETAMN=O0O0
13 CONTINUE

AMGMN=ETAPIN*SURFMN*BR*PHCP*AREA
DUPOXc(UG24-UG21)/(X24-X21)
DEPLOTzEPL21*(I.-EPL21)*(itIO24-RfrC21)/RHO21u(EPL21*Il..EPL21)*RH02

#1/RiOP )*AMGIPN*( T24-T21)/RHC21/AREA
DEPLOT*OEPLCT/(T24-T21)

14 CONTINUE
F024aEPLMiN*F0R24/VOLM4
RHOMN=(RH024+RH021 )/2*
'fGPN-(TG24*7GZ1)/2*
01 A=SQRT14**AREA/PIE)
AMN*I A22'AZ4) /2,
TAW=TGMN*( 1.,REC*IGAMMA-i. )*UGMN'LOMN/2./AMN/AMN)
QiMEATIz0.00298* ICV**0.333l *RHCI4N*UGMN
QH-E-A TmCqE AT 1* (TGMN-T WA LL
EGASs-QHEAT*PI E*DIA+AMGDMt*PCOPOT*GZERO
TAUW*O. OOO5*RHQMN*UGMN*UCMN
Fl= U(MN*AMGMN-*TAUW;PIE*UIA *POZ4*AREA

RSLSANGMN*(CVI'TGMNIUGPN*UGMN/1556.),(AREA*OEPLDT
SAMGP'N/RHOMN,) *PSIMN/778*
OSOTzAMGPN*(PODPOT*GZERC-(CV*RGAS/778o)*TGMN) *(TAUW*UGMN/778.



71 QHEAT)*PIE*CIAGFD24*UGP'N*AREA/778,-PSIMN*AREA*DEPLOT/7?8. 4
i, DSDTaDSDT/AREA/RHOMN/TCMN/(1.-EPLPN)

AREA ( AREA244AREA22 )/2.
DELPDTz-AI4N*UGMN*(AREA24-AREAZZ) /(X24-X22)/AREA
OELPDT=DELPCT+?78.*AMN*OSDT/RGAS
WORKu(TAUW*PIE*DIA/AREA-AMN*RHOMk*DEPLOTtFZ4UGMN*AGMN/AREA)/&HO

*NN/(I.-EPLMN)
WORKaWOR%-(Ai4N**3)*AMGPN/AREA/(1...EPLNN)/PSIMN/GAMMA
DELPDT=DELPCT-WORK
PZ4xP22.CELPOT*(T24-T22)
ANEW24-(P24-UG241*(GAMPA-l*)/2*

EPL24sEPL21*0EPLDT*(T24-T21)
IF (EPL24*LE.0.0 )EPL24x0 .0
WORK= 2**GAP'MAI(GAMMA-1.)
TG24z(4ANE W24*ANEW24 )/GAMPAlRGAS
PS124wPS121*4(ANEW24/h21)**WORK)

P$I24mPSI24*EXP(-GAPINA*4S24-S21))
AHO24xPS124/RGAS/TG24
ABASEz8ASE*(PS,1244PS121)
WORKa(ABASE/2.-Rl)*GZERO/iWT
UGNE24=UG21*WORK*(T24-721)
CHECKmABS( (ANEW24-A24)/AZ4)
lF(CHECK*GT.TOL) GO TO 50
IF(UG24eLE*0*00) GO TO 50
CHECKvABS4 (GNE24-UG24)/U.G24)
IF(CHECK*GT.TOL) GO TO 5C
WRITE 46, 5000) QHEAT2 ,QHEA T1,QIEAT ,EGASRS,
XTRAVz(X24-0*125)*12*
OEL=A4G',4':PODPOT*GZERC-CV*TGMN)

N . WRITE(6,SOOC)L24,OEPLOICSCTAMGPNDELXTRAV
RETuRN

50 ITRY-!TRY+.
IF(ITRY*LT*11) GO T0 2C0

*CAL DIAGO(LOCUGNE24tANEW24)
200 UG24-UGNE24

A24EANEW24
* GOTO 10

75 X24zXLIM
300 FORP'AT41X,5E20*5)

T24aT22+fX24-X22)/SLOPEP
TMUZE*T2.

-~ GOTO 11
-~ END

SUBROUTINE RFORCE(AB)
OIMIENSICN XX(20),RF(20)
DATA XX/0.0C.0333,0.04l6,0.0499,0.06690.10090.13339O.
>1666,0.2C0,0.2333,Oe2660.300,O.333e0.5O00,O6666tl.0O,1.333,3.50,
$1.666,09C/
DATA RF/O.C, 520.,525.,520.,420.,255.,215.,L95.,183.,tl

A*A-0. 1249
00 10 IS1919
IF(A.EQ*XX(l)) GO TC 15
IFIA.GT.*XI).AND*A*LT*Xx(I.1)) GC TO 20

10 CONTINUE
15 SuRF(I)

A*A*0*1249
RE TURN

20 SLCPE4IRF( 1.1 )RF I) )/(XXI Itl)-XX(l))



ii CuRF(I )-SLOFE*XX(t)1
BsgLCPE*A4C 7

AaA.Ool249
RETURN
ENO
SUBROUTINE MRACH4

A CSUBROUT&NE BREAC14
C THIS SUBROUTINE CALCULATES TIE POINTS LOCATED ON THE BREECH

r REAL L5vL6tL3vL4tL2ltL24,L11,LI,3
V COPMON/COM2/Xl2,~T1I T2,113,UGL11,UGI2,UGl3,AllAl2,Al3,PSI1,PSI 12

s*PSi13.TGII ,TG12,TG13,PHCI1,RHOL2,RHOI3,Sl1,SI2,SI3,EPL11,EPLI2,EP
"L139AREAII#AREA129AREA139Ll.LI3*LP12
CO'MON/SAMEIRGASPS11,GAP'1ADZERCPlEBEEPOOPOTCVBASEGLER0,WT9

A >TOLAN
COPPON/EXIT/XLIFTf4UZE
COPMON/PARMIPARIN1,PARIN2,PARIN3,PARBA1.PARBA2,PARBA3,PARBR1,PARBR
S29PARBR3
AlaSQRTIGAMPA*RGAS*5300)

ITAY-1

U TWALL=53O.
UG13=0*0
A13aAI1
RHOP=3* 1085
AREAwAREA,1
012xZ.*Al2/(GAMMA-1.)
PS113-PSIII
EPL13=EPLII

30 SLOPEQ=I-A13+UG12-A1Z)i2*I T13=-Xl2/SLCPEQ.T1Z
IF(T13*GE*TPUZE) Tl3mTPUZE
PSIMN=(PSI13+PSIII129

* BRl3aBEE*( (PSINN/144*)**AN)/12
J OL13=BR13*4 T13-T1Il)

CALL 011EL11,L13,SURFIISURF13,VCL11,VOL13)

IF(VOLll*LE*0*00)SURFlAmCC0

EPLMN&=EPL13.EPLI1 /2.
VOL14NVCLt 3+VOL 1)/2.I tF(VOL~riLE*0*00I GO TC 31
ETAMN*EPL1N/VOLP4N
GO TO 32

31 ETAI4NsO.OO
32 CONTINUE

AMGMNsETAMN*BR13*RHGP*AREA
* AMGiN=AMGMN*(SURF13+SUPFI1)/Z.

DEPLOTa-APIGIN/AREA/RHOF-EPLMN*UP12/X12
300 FORMAT(1X,5E20*5)

TGI3sA13*Al,3/GADIMA/RGAS
'AW'a i GI3+TGIi)/Z.
RHC"13-PS113/RGAS/TG13
RMCMNn(Rhi013+RHCI1 )/2*
DIA*SQRT(44**AREA/PIE)
FILMa3.24*EXP(CCNST*Tl13)*CIA/2./X12
QHEAT*FILM* ITG13-T WALL)
QtIEAT nQE AT *PAR BR1
EGAS.-QHEAT*PIE*O1 A4POCPCT*AMGMNGZERO
RSxMM*C*GNPIN78/MPIPINAE*ELT78
WORK&-AREA*i L.-EPLMN*RIoCAN$TGM4NI
OSOTuAP'GMN*(PODPOT*GZER0-tCV.RGAS/i7. )*TGMN) -QHEAT*PIE*DIA



IPSIMN*AREA*CEPLDT/778* 1

IF(Tl3*GT*PARBR2) GO TC 200

DELQOTu4(ALIeA13)/2.)*(778.*OSDTiAtGAS4DEPLDT/(l.-EPLMN))
OELQOT-OELQCT*( (All/2..A13/2.)**3)*AN4GMN/AREA/PSIMN/(1.-EPL4N)/GAM

013a Q12+DELQDT*(T13-Tl2)

11 P13=013
ANEWr13z(GAM'PA-I. )*Q13/2*
TG13xANEW13*ANEW13/GAMPA/RGAS
S13-=DT*tT13-Tl1)*778./RGAS/GAMPA4S11
PSI 133PSIII*( ANEW13/AlI )**(2.*GAPMA(GA'ltA-1.)))
PSII3=PS113*EXP(-GAMMA*(S13-Sl1))
RHC13&PS113/RGAS/TGI3
EPL13=EPLL1+OEPLDT*(T13-T1 1)
IF(EPL13.LE*0.00)EPLI3*0.0
CHECKmABS((ANEdI3-A1/A13)
A13aANEWI3
IF (Tl3.GE*TI'UZE IRETURN
IF(CHECK*GT*TOL) GO TO 180

f RETURN
180 ITRY*ITRY+l

IF(ITRY.LT*11) GO TO 30

CALL DIAGO(LOCtUG13tAl3)
RETURN

200 WRITE(6,300)111,113.VJL11,VG113,SURF11,SUkF3EPL4NETAMNA4GMNOE
OPLOTPQHEAT*EGASiDSOT#APEA
GO TO 150
ENDIi SUBROUTINE CIAGO(LA#BUC*AA)

C THIS IS A CIAGANOSTIC SUBRCUTINE
REAL 15,L6,13vL4vL2ltL249LL.1
COI'tON/C/X(9999),TIME(9St99I ,VEL(9999),SS(99999),PRESS(99,99),TE
SMP(99,99),OENS(99999) ,VELP(99999),ENTR(99,99) ,VOLFRA(99,99) ,AL(99#
?99)
COPIMON/COM1/X3,X4,X6,T3,T4,T6,UG3,UG4,UG6,A3,A4,A6tPS13,PSI4,PSI6,
STG3,TG4, TG6,RHO3,RHO4,RHC6,UP3,UP',,UP6,S3,54,S6,EPL3,EPL4tEPL6tARE
>A3#AR[A4qAREA6tL3,L4#L5, 16
COOMtON/CCM2/X2TlT2,T3UG11LGI2,UG13,AL11AI2,AI3,PSIl1rPS112
$,PSI13tTGLI.TG12TG13,RHC11,RHOL2,RHO13,Sll,512,Sl3,EPLI1,EOPL12,EP
ULl3, AREAllAREA12,AREA13,LiIL13,UP12
COPM'N/CCM3/X2lK22,X24,T21,T22,T24tUG21,UG22,UG24,A2lA22,A4,4PSI
S21,PS122,PS124,TG21,TG22,T624tR8C21,RHOZ22RHOZ4tS21,522,5Z4.EPL21,
)EPL22,EPL24 ,AREAZI. AREA 22,AREA24 ,L21,LZ4,NSTART
COMMON/SAME/RGAStPSI11CAPMAOZERC.PIEBEEtPOPOTCVBASEGZEROtkdT,
>TOLAN
COPIPCN/OUT/PAXJ ,MAX I
GO TO (10,11,12)tLA

10 WRITE46,100)
100 FORMAT(1H19'EXCEEDEO ITERATION LIPIT IN SUBROUTINE INTER')

C u T l . 5.

101 FORMAT(IH1,*EXCEEDEO 17ERATION LIPIT IN SUBROUTINE SAWE)
GO TC 15

12 WRITE16*102)
102 FORMAT(1H1,1EXCEEOED ITERATION LIPIT IN SUBROUTINE BREACH$)
15 WRITE469110)BUGtAA

110 FORMAT41HO91LAST CALCULATEC GAS VELOCITY',ElZ.3t//ZXt*LAST CALCULA
>TED SPEED Of~ SOUNO',E12.3)

15FORPAT(I, 13,1X,13,E12.3,2XE12.3,ZX.El2o3t2XE12.3,ZXE1Z.3,ZXtE1
"2*3#2XvEl2o3t2XtFb.3l



F MAA 101A A I*I ii00 20 IalMAXI
0O 20 jinj,95
IF(SS(IJ)*EQ*0*0) GO TO 20
WRITE(6,105)I,4,X(Iv,),TIME4IJ) ,VEL(I,J),SS(IJ),PRESS(IJ),TEMP(
.49) ,DENS( I J),VOLFRA(I*J,4

20 CONTINUE

END
C SUBROUTINE OUTPLTPC THIS SUBROUTINE PRINTS RESLLTS

SUBRO~UTINE CUIPUT
COfMN/C/X(9999)TIME(9s,99)VEL(9999hSS(99999),PRESS(99,99),TE
i*P(9999)DENS(99,99),VELP(99999),ENTR(99,99),VOLFRA(99,99),AL(99,
?99)

>TOLAN
COPMON/OUT/MAXJ ,NAX I

>E'99Xt'VELOCITYl93Xv'SPEED OF SOUND',3X,'PRESS',3X,'TENP',3X,'DENS
SITY' ,3X, 'FRACTICI)

15FORMAT(1X,13,1X,13,El2e3,2XEl2.3,2XEl2.3,ZXE1Z.3,2XE)2e3,ZXEI
m2*3,ZXvEl2*3#2XF6.3)
MAXII-MAXI+l
0O 20 In1,NAXII
DO 20 J*1995
IF(SS(It4).EQ*0*0) GO TO 20
PRPSI=PRESS(19J)/144*
bRITE6105)1,JX(IJ),TIWEIJ),VEL(IJ),SS(IJ),PRPSItTENP(IJ),
$OENS(IJlvVCLFRAfIJ)

20 CONTINUE
WRITE(6911O)
D0 30 I-ItMAXII
00 30 J*1995
IF(I.NE.J; GO TO 30
XTRAVx(X(IvJ)-0*125)*12*
PRPSIzPRESS(IJ)/144*

30 CONTINUE
110 FORMAT(I.Hl,20X,'PR0JECTILE DATA' ,//3X,'I',3Xt'J',3X,'POSlTION',6X,

#'TIME ' 9X ' TRAVEL' 8X, 'PRESSURE' ,eX,'VELOC ITY' )
IIIk FORMAT(1X, 13,IXI3,El2.3,2XEl2. 3,2XF12.2,2XtF1Z.0,2XF12.0)

RETURN
END
SUORCUTINE PROPMA

C SUBROUTINE FCR CALCULATING PROPERTIES AS A FUNCTION OF
C FRACTION OF DETERRED AND NCNCETERREC

CONMON/SAME/RGASPSIIGAP'MAtDZERCtPIESEEPODPOTtLVBASEGZEROWTv
>TOLqAN
COI'ON/PCWDER/CV1,CV2,PGAS1,RGAS2,GANIGAM2,OLAY
A. A*12.I AMNO=20175E-0*(A-LAt*12. d(0.CS-OLAY*12.)
AMTs6. 615E-06.AMNO
AMFND*AMND/ ANT
C~aCVI~t 1.-AMFND) .CV2*AMFNC
RGASxRGAS1* (1 -AMFND) .PGDSZ*AMFNC
G.,PNA1. .RGAS/CV/77S.
A*A/12*
RETURN
END



C SUBROUTINE START
4 REAL L5vL6,L3*L4tL2lvL24tL1,Ll3

COIMON/CCM2/X12,TllTl2,t13,UGIItG12,UG13,A1,AI2,A13,PSIliPS112

SL139AREAII*AREA129AREA139L1lLL39UP12
CO0if4ON/SAERGASPS1,GAPMADZERCPlEtSEEPOPOTCVBASE(, !EROW~t
STOLAN
COPPON/STAR/KSTARTI AKmKST ART
ITRYul
UG13s0e0
Al3sA12
DELX=-0*125/AK
PS113=PSKI,2
RHOP=3*1085
X3XI2+DELX .
AREA121TAIREAMXiZ
AREA13xTAREAIX.3)
AREA=(AREA13+AREA.Zi/2*
Q12u2e*A12/(GAMMA-l#)
EPL13-EPL12

30 SLQPEQx-IA13+A12)/2*
PSIMNn(PSII2+PS113)/2o
T13xTl2+(X13-X12)ISLOPEC
BRI3zBEE*( (PSIMN/144. )**AN )/12.
0Ll3wBRl3*(T13-T12)
113a11140L13
CALL 011E(L11,L13,SURF1ZStiRF13,VCL12,VOL13)
EPLMN=s(EPL13+EPL 12) /2.
VOLMNs (VOL13*VOL12 )/2.
ETAMNEPLMN/VOLN
AMGMNsETAF4N*BRl3*RHOP*DREA*(SURF13+SURF12 )/2.
DEPLDTz-AMGI"N/AREA/RHCF
TGl3MA3*A1 3/GAPt4A/RGAS
TGJ4Ns(TG13+TGIZ)/2.
AH013=PS113/RGAS/TG13
RHOMNs(RHO13+RHO1Z )12
EGASsPOCPOT*APGPIN*GZERC
RSlaAMGIIN*tCV*TGMN4PSI PN/778./RHCP'N).PSJN*AREA*0EPLDTi1776
WORKsAREA*( 1.-EPLMN)*R110PN*TGMN
DSOTs( EGAS-RS1 )/WORK
OELQOTm(1A12+Al3)/2.)*(778.*OSDT/RGASDEPLCT/(1.-EPLM4N))
DELQDTaDELQCT+4((A1Z*A3)/2.)**3)*AMG4N/AREA/PSIMN/1."'EPLMN)/GAMN

013x:l2+,^ELCDT*(Tl3-T 12)
P13xQl3
ANEbil3*(GAMPA-1. )*Q13/2.
TG).3mANEW1,3*ANEW13/GAMPA/RGAS
S133S12*CSOT*778.*(TR.3-T12)/RGAS/GANMA
PSI13aPS112*1(ANEW13/A12)**(2.*GAPIA/(GANMA-1.f))
PS113-PS113*EXP(-GAMMA*(S3-S.ZI)
RH013=PS113/RGAS/TG13
EPLli=kPL12+OEPLDT*(T13-T1Z)
CHECKzABS( IANEW13-A13)iA13)
Al3xANEW13
IFICHECKoGT*TOL) GO TO 180
Xl2xX13
RETURN

180 ITRY=ITRY.1
lF(ITRYeLT~lli GO TO 30
LOC-3
CALL OIAGOfLCCU613,A13)



RETURN

FUNCTION TAREA(ALOC) '

C THIS IS A $S PROGRAM TO CALCULATE Th-E BORE CROSS SECTIONAL AREA
DIMENSION BCRE(11)tPOS(11)
DATA BORE/O.02490090.02491 ,O.O2171,0.02?46,0.0Z514,0.01t64,O.018

>64,0.01824,0.01824,0.01824,0.01824/
;iDATA P0S/-.1OO.C,@.O2797,C.1032,O.107S.Od1135,O.13OO, 1.5429j $3*095.O, 15.0/

D0 10 Islo11
IF(POSiI)*EG*ALOC) GO TO 5
IF(POS(I)*GT.ALOC) GO TO 7
GO TO 10

5 TAREAs3.14l593*BOREU*BOCRE(I)*0.25
GO TO 15
7AMu(BORE(I-1j-BORE(1)j/(P0541-11-POS(Il)
B=BORE(!)I O00s8+AM*(ALCC-POS( I))
TAREA=3. 141593*00*00/49
GO TO 15

10 CONTINUE
15 RETURN

END
SUBROUTINE CIME(ABqSUPASURBVOLAVOLB)

CSUBROUTINE DIME
-C THIS IS A SUBROLTINE TO CALCLLATE PRCPELLANT SURFACE
C AREA AND VOLUME

DATA PIERBARRI/3.14l59390.0009590.0006249/
WORKwRI-A
WORKI=RBAR-RI
VOLAU2.*PIE*WORKI*WORK1*bORKPIE*PIE*WORK*WRK*(iCRK1,
)4**WORK/3*/PIE)
SURAx2.*PIE*(PIE*WORK*(WCRKL,2.**CRK/PIE)4WORKI*WORKI)
WORKwRl-B
VOL~xZ.*PIE*WORKI*WORK 1*bORK.PIE*PI E*WORK*WORK*(WORK1.
>4o*WORK/3*/PIE)
SURBa2.*PIE*(PIE*WORK*(WCRK1+2.*WCRK/PIE)WRKI*WCRK,)
RETURN
END
SUBROUTINE INTER

C SUBROUTINE INTER
C THIS SUBROUTINE CALCULATES INTERIOR NETWORK POINTS
C
C

REAL L5,16,139L49121,L24vLl1,Ll3
COOMON/CCMI/X3,X4t X6,T3,174,T6,UG3,UG4,UG6,A3,A4tA6,PS13,PS14,PS16,
STG3, TG4, TG6 ,RHO3 ,RHO, 9 HC6 ,UP3,UP4, UP6, 53,S4, S6, EPL3, EPL4,EPL6, ARE
)A3 ,AREA49AREA6,L3,L4tL5*L6
COI'ION/SAME /RGAS ,PS11, GAIMA, OZERC ,PIE, BEE, POCPOTCV, BASE ,GZERO, hT,

)TOLvAN
COP'MON/EXIT/XLII',TMUZE
COI'MON/BHEAT/FACT#TWiALLFRICT
CO'MON/PARM/PARIN1,PARINZPARIN3,PARBA1,PARBAZPARBA3,PARBRItPARBR
S2,PARBR3
DATA AIURECRHOP/1.0445E-06,Oo9,3.1085/
FUGS 1.0
41*SQRT(GAMPA*RGAS*53O.)
ITRY~l
UG6a(UG3*UG4) /2.
A6*(A3+A4)/2.
TG6 ( TG3+TG4)/2.
RH06= IRH03*RHO4 )/2.
PS16siPS13+PS14)/?.



04*2**A4/(GAMqA-1.).UG4

p AREA=(AREA3*AREA4)/2*
S6z(S3.S4)/2*

C CALCULATION OF THE LOCATIC& CF THE NEU POINT ON X-T DIAGRAM
30 SLOPEP=(UG34A3*UG6+A6) /2.

SLOPEQu(UG4-A4*UG6-A6) /2.
T6a(X4-X3+T3*SLCPEP-T4*SLCPEQ I/I SLOPEP-SLOPEQ)
IF(T6eGE.TMLZE) GO TO 25C
X6=X3eSLOPEP*tT6-T3)

31 AREA6-TAREA(X6)
WORK*X4-X3
IFfT4oEC*T3) GO TO 32

TWORK-X2.bGAPMA/(GAMM-3)-T*
PSIwPSI(WO (A7/A3)**WORK)

32 T7=P5 /GA/G

33~ U3 COTI U 4U3)WR
X7PX6UP3*(P4-P3)WO

A5A 6-34 (-3*WRK14T)T*P
TS5S/4(S4-S3 T4-T3WORK

PS5aPSI3P*( (A5A)*WK

PSI5.15EXP(-GAMA*(5-S3

ELUEPLU34(U 4-EL3)*OI4

A52L34(A4-L3)*,IORK1

AP4Ns(A6.AA71/ MA-

PSIV4NwPSI*PSI7)/Z. S7S31
UHPa(UP+UP6)/2.

RELV5UAB(UG4-UP5)WRK
RELV6UP3S UG-UP3)*RK

PE5S!(S-S6)/2.R

BR15=PB1*( (PEE/14)**PK)/2
PS15*E15*EXGT -G0O.) BR5-3))6(.C00*(EV650



ni i 0L56=BR56*176-15)
L6aLS4DL56'7
IF (L5*GT.0.C00625) L5sO.CC0625
IF( L6*GT.0.00065) 10 .0C0625

ft CALL OIME(L5,L6tSURF5,SURF6,VCL5,VOL6)
IF(VO15*LE.0.00 )SURF5OQ.COj IF (VOL6oLE.Q0O0 )SURF6=C4Qo
EPL56s(EPL64EPLS) /2.
OBARvDZERO-L5-L6
IF(DBAR.LTO.000652)OBDRz0.00

J REY56=RELV56*DBAR/AMU
REY56sREYS6*(RHS'eRH06)/2.

k IF(REY56.LE-0-000) GO 70 98
CDRAG-28./(REY56**(0.85) )*0,48
GO TO 99

98 CORAGO.O0
GO TO 99

C CALCULATION CF VELOCITY ANC PRESSURE GRACIENTS* ~ 99 IF(T3oGT.T4) GO TO 100
T8-sT4
X88(UG34A3)*(TS-T3)+X3

* PSI~uPSI3+(PSI6-PSI3)*(X8-X3)/(*6-X3)
UPBzUP34(UP6-UP3)*(X8-X3 )I(X6-X3)
0pDx=O.O0
DUPOX(IUP4-LP81 /(X4-X8)

* GO TO 125
100 T8=T3

X8=(UG4-A4) *( T8-T4) .X4
PSI8=PS14+( PS16-PS14)*(X4,-)()/(X4-X6)

UP0R564F0R56-PX*( DOAR*) /(X6.

112 DETx6=.00

1126 CONTINUE

FDR56=CETA6*(RH5R0)R~v6R

AMGR56zFTA56*D8R6*ROPRIeA
AMG56=AOG56*( SURF(iSURO*3)/Z.
AMG56=FCG56*PUG

IF(EPL56.LE.C0.0O)DVL.L*oOG GO 11212

OUPO IOU*PTF56/ROP/EPCL6
16GO TO 1126
1125 TsOOO

1126 CONTINUE
ODET-E56*OUPT/P5

OEPLOTZOEPLCT-AMG56/RHCP/APE

AG=MG5*(1,RCGAMD1)UM*GN2/N/M

IFIEATUFL*(TAW'TWACLL) 12
DUPOAT *UP56AT*FAC T/HPMAEP5
EGASS-OHEAT*PIED56/A-F0E56E*EV6?S



TAUbiaO*S*FR CT*RHCMN*UGPN*UGNII Fla UG#Q-*AMG56+TAUW*PIE*CIA.F056*AREA
FlsFI/778o
RSIaAMG56*( CV*TGMN.UGPN*UGFN/1556.),PSIMN*AREA*CEPL0Tfl77,
RSI*RS3.PSJIMN*AMG56/RHC9MN/7789
WORKuAREAS( 1.-EPL56)*RI0P*TGGN
DSDTSAMG56*(PODPOT*GZEPO-ICVRGAS,778. )*TGNN)*FC56*AREA*IUGM4-RELV
0561/778. .( TAUW*UGNN/?7.-QHEAT)*PIE*DIA -PSIMN*AftEASCEPLDT/77S.

DSDTmDSOT/WCRK
F(T6GEPARI4I) GO TO 201

128 CON~TINUE
C CALCULATE THE CHANGE IN P ANC C

UG36=IUG3.UG61/2.

PS136=IPS13ePS16)/2*

DELPO(A3DELPC*A*704STGS

WORKaTAUW*PIE*DIA/AREA/( 1.-EPL36 )/Ri4036
WORKzWCRK+FC56/RH036/4 1.-EPL361
OELPCT*DELPCT-WORK

PSI46s(PS14*PSI6)/29
EPL46=(EPL4*EPL6)/29
A46s(A4*A6)/2.
UG46 ( UG44tJG6 3/2.
RH046= (RH04*RH06 3/2*

AREAst(AREA4*AREA6 3/2.
TRY=A46*A46*778.*( S6-S4) /( X6-X4) /CAMA/RGAS
DELQDT=-A46*UG46*(AREA4-~AREA6)/( X4-X6)/AREI
OELQDT=DELQOT'A46*778. *0SCT/RGAS
WORKx(TAUW*PIE*OIA/AREA4F056)/(1d-EPL46)/RH046
OELQCT=DELQCT.WORK+A46*DEPLCT/( I.-EPL46)
DELQOTxOELQCT+( (A46**3 3/FS146/GAPPA.UG46/RH44)*A94G56/AREA/(1.-EPL

046)
OELQDT=OELCCT-TRY
P6sP3+OELPDT*IT6-T3)
Q6zQ4.OELQO1* (T6-*r4)
ANEW6=(GAF'MA-1. )*(P6eQ61/4o
UGNEW6*( P6-Gb 3/2.
S6rS74OSOT* (T6-T7)*778./RGAS/GAMPA
EPL6xEPLS4OEPLDT*(T6-T5)
IF(EPL6oLE*0*O0IEPL6xOe0
UPN6aUPS*OUPOT* (T6-T5)
IF (EPL6.LE .0.00 )UPN6uLGhEk6

TG6*ANEW6*AKEW6/GAMMA/PGAS
PS6?-PcS! ANEX6/A' )**W~C?",KZ)

PS~PSI XE (-GAMMA*(S6-S73
RH06xPSI6IRGAS/TG6
IF4T6oGE.TMLZE) GO TO 260

5003 FORMAT(1X51.o3)
CHECK=A8SI (ANEW6-A6)/A6)
IF(CMECK*GT*TOL) GO TO 180
CHECKmA8S(ftLGNEW6UG6)/UG6)
IFfUG6.t T.3C0*) CHECKwOoC00OI
TOLL al~o*TCL
IF(CHECK*GT.TOLL) GO TC 180



Pj UOLD4xUG4
AOLO4=A4
XOLD4=X4 7
SOLO4aS4
PSTOL4*PSI4
UPO04*UP416 XCLO4X4
RETURNl

180 !TRYwJTRY*1

IFITY*T.1 GL TO MZ

CADAaGUOC-A3-AOLD',)/2
200PGs(UGNLD4UG4A.ALO4/2
T6IANEW-6,A~6/*T4/A-

UP6=(UPN6-UL04*X-4/EL4X6,

WPRIP4ULDJ(XI-X4)/(XOLD4-XGA~tRI.)UP4tO59P#P4U5DP~U

504 OMAfI.S0L)Xm4/CL441S

GO TO 12
260 6TUNEN

U6uU3SPEI46T

AQETUNUL4-3AL0)

IP(CD+G+A+G0)2Il(4X+QO6A*4iA-PL .- ___________________
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IA APPENDIX B

Listing of Flame Front Program
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JOB 'CASSEY 6044999919 DATE O4/nl1
EjXEC WATFIV

/PROGRAM4 MCASSEY
c PROGRAM CALCULATES THE PROPAGATION OF A FLAMEFRO4T THRU A
C POROUS PROPELLANT BED
C FmPROPELLANT IMPETUS (FT-LBS/Ltl)
C Cx CHARGE Wr (LBS)
C RHOP- PROPELLANT APENSITY (L8S/IN**3)
c ALFAwFLAMEFRONT VELOCITY PRESSURE COEFFICIENT (IN/SEC-PSI**BETA)
C BEYA=FLAMEFRONT VELOCITY PRESSURE EXPONFNT (OTMENI
C R-PROPIELLANT BURNIUNG RATE COEFFICIENT (IN/(SEC-PSf**ENll
C rCN*PROPEL!-ANT Bt' NG RATE EXPONENT (OWMN)
c RI=f=EQUIV. MEAN k TUS OF PROP, GRAIN (IN)
c LOLrGT OF COMPACTION REGION (IN)

SbtXMG(30,30),ZL(30,tC,(30),E(30930)
c SUBSCRIPT J DENOTES THE NUMBER OF TIME INTERVALS (PT) DURING WHICH; DATA ROPO00,R!,XL0FlTA/v).oseAOo~o115,0.0075,o2 3 t3z2 ,2

4 REAC(5#5O00)RGAS#GAMMAvCV*TLdRO
5 5000FORMAT(2E 20.5)

6 WRITE(6,5000)P, LFA,3ETAB,EN,FACT
7 WRITF:(6,5O0O)RGASGAMMACVTZERO

9 AZERO*SQRT(GAMMA*RGAS* TZERO).-
i0 C=4.014E-03
11 TCOUNT*O
12 n9 10 1=100
13 00 11 J=1,30
14 FtIJ)wO.O
15 10 XL{!,JbcO.O
16 PIFs,3.1415
17 T=0.00

XTtG10#0
19 pq=R)-Q I
20 VflIs2.:PtE*RPRR*P!4.PI E*PIE*R!*RI*(RR+e1.333*RI/PIE)

L XNTT~HE NUMSEP OF GRAINS PER UNIT VOLUME
C A-CR3SS SECTIONAL AREA OF CARTRIDGE
C f=DIAMFTFR n!: CARTPIDGE CASF %.335

21 A-=pIE*n.335*0.335/4.
r. vC=-vflum' rOCCOPTED BY COMPRESSED PPODE-LLA-*4T

22 Vrz A* ( I. 5XLC)

14 iQITE(6,1234)
25 P(1)22750.

21- 0'i 1000 Jx2,29

30 AI1 IC 0UN T a IC UN T +I
SIJBSCR.TLI J DENOTES TiF NIUMiEP (IF TIME [NTrFRVAL(nT) DORING WHICH
'1F rCLAMEFQONT PI~iNETRATES THE PPOPELLANT riO(IGNIT TIMEnO.00O1S)

C l'iC ( ATc- TH-E F)~AC ((0(J)) THE FLAMFFRONT HAS TRAVELED

33 R OJ) v 1 J - i +

4 L L ~ ~ zxC i



737 IF ZL J).GE*1.5) ZLIJ)*1.5

3q IF(ZLLJ)*GF,1.5)TxT-O)T

41 IF(tL(J).GE.1.5)TuT+OT
C

*C CALCULATE THE DISTANCE(XL(XPJ)) BURNED NORMAL TO PROP. SURFACE(IN)
C CELL I DURING TIME OTtIel IS INITIAL CO'4PACTTOM REGION(NO PROP*)

42 PXTGufl.0
41 VOLSvO.Ol

44 n0 500 t=2,j
45 0XLwB*P8AR(jJ$*EN*nT
46 OXL*DXL*FACT
47 XL(!,J)=XL(I#J-1)+DXL

49 V(I,J)s2.*PIE*IRR**2*RL(TJ))4.PjE*PIE*RL(Ij)**2*(RR+1.333/PIE*RL(

C XMG(IJ)IS THE AMOUNT OF GAS GE14ERATED FROM CELL I DURING TIME T
5 fl XMG(IJizDL(IJ*XN*A*(VOI-V( iJ))*RHOP

C XrG=THE TOJTAL GAS GENERATED IN TIME T
51 nxmG=XMGhi, J)
52 E(I,J)w(XN*A*DL(! )*VOI-XMG(T,J)/RHOP)/A/DL(I)
53 V0LSxVOLS+A*DL(I)*Fft,J)
54 PXTG=PXTG+DXMG

55 500 C FN T INUr
56 XNtUMzl2.*PXTG*F+P(1)*A*ZL(l)
57 fEN0'4vA*ZL (J) -VOLS-PX TG*ET A
58 PPBARuXNUt4/OENOM
59 IMNwJ
60 IF(AS(PPBAR-P(J))/yPBAR)O.O05)55,55,800
61 810 TF(!COUNT.GT.25) GO TO 1OO1
62 P(J)*PPBAR
63 r,0TO 8ql
64 55 CONTINUE

65 XTG=PXTG
66 P(J)='PPBAR

68 00 900 1=29J
69 WOITF(6,2468)TP(J),ZL(J) ,XTG,F:(IJ),XL(IJbIgJ
70 TIME.T
71 900 ClN T L NUE
72 IF(ZL(J).GE.1.5) GO TO 1001
73 K=J
74 CLAJIaZL(J)
75 12-s4 FflQMAT(I1919X,TP4F*,iL5X,t-4P4J)t,15X, ZL(J)1,15X,'XTG'915XQE(I,J)

76 241d FlRM/Ar(6(4XvE!5a6),2i13)
77 1000 CONTINUIF
78 nl 1002 J*?,9
79 nn'00~O2 tx2,9
830 w~ITE(6,2468)XL( I,J),DXLV41,J)tXMG( IJ),RL(TJ),DLCT~hIJ

'31 102 r, ONT AI 0
A rl T'1 1005
p C01 C (N Y! IJE

86) rl':4,'P 1)/PGAS/Tjt:tn
A-, 7*NTI- iRrS/47.+CV)*4fL'G(TLEPC1,/530,..RGA /778.*AL0G(P(J)/2O75.)
8,3 C%4T~z;NTR*T78./PGA S/GAMMA

89 i,-) 1004 Iu1,IMN
90 ) T;-s L L (I 1/12 *

91 XL(l9 J) =XL( I JI (12.



S92 TIM*To(0*125-O!STI/AZEPO
S93 WRITE(7,4445)IJI .)AEOVLVL(JENTPXT,"

94 WRITE(794444)D)ISTT~tE(I,)AE~V~V~PJ*E~ETtL~J
STZERO

95 WRZTE(6,4444)DISTTIME(IJ),AZER0,VFLVELP(JIDENSENTRXL(1,J)
$, TZERO

96 WR!TE(7t4445)1*J
97 1004 CONTINUC
98 4445 FORMAT(5X,S********S,5X,14,5X,14,5X,@*********S5X)
99 4444 FORMAT(3E20.5)j 100 1005 CONTINUE
101 GO TO 2
102 END

/Gf)
0.32060E 06 O.31500E 02
0*48005 00 0.2630OF-02
0.70000E 00 0*10OOOE 01
0*25643E 04 0*1250O6E 01
0.11470E 02 0.46150E 04


